STUDENT-CENTRIC, TEACHER-APPROVED INTUITIVE DESIGN:

The New Canvas Gradebook

WHAT IS THE CANVAS GRADEBOOK?

• INTUITIVELY CONVENIENT - The Gradebook helps easily view and enter grades for students.
• FLEXIBILITY AT SCALE - Grades for assignments may be viewed as points, percentage, complete or incomplete, GPA scale, or letter grade.
• CONTROLLED ACCESS - Only graded assignments, discussions, quizzes, and surveys are displayed.
• ELASTIC VIEWS - Toggle between either all or individual student views.

WHEN WILL THE NEW CANVAS GRADEBOOK BE AVAILABLE?

On January 18, 2020, the new Canvas Gradebook will be enabled for all Canvas customers and replace the current Gradebook. Get to know the benefits of the New Gradebook and how it improves the course grading experience.

WHAT’S NEW?

> SAVE TIME AND INCREASE EFFICIENCY by automatically applying grade adjustments at a granular level in the Grade Detail Tray access to enter individual assignment grades, adjust submission statuses, and add comments. The design also includes easy advancement to the next or previous student or assignment.
➤ SET GRADING RULES WITH LATE AND MISSING SUBMISSIONS to automatically deduct a percentage or set a default grade.

➤ LEVERAGE VISUAL INDICATORS to help drive easier course grading through icons, custom color statuses, and assignment filters. Display and arrange content by name, date, assignment group, grade, points or module.

➤ CONTROL GRADE VISIBILITY by setting a standard grade posting policy for the entire Gradebook or on a per-assignment basis. The manual grade policy maintains the previous muting functionality for students but allows instructors to post grades more granularly—for everyone, for graded assignments only, by section.

Want the nitty gritty details? Check out the Canvas Community New Gradebook Group:
- View the New Gradebook FAQ
- Compare functionality between the existing and new Canvas Gradebook
- View tutorial videos
- Reference the New Gradebook how-to guides
- Ask questions about the New Gradebook
- And more!